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Executive Summary (1 minute read)
Australia Bay Seafoods Pty Ltd v Northern Territory of Australia (FCA) - jurisdiction commercial fisheries' regulation - interlocutory application - 'Territory Respondents' sought to
set Originating Application aside on basis it did not raise "matter" under s39B Judiciary Act 1903
(Cth) - application granted
Mackenzie v Head, Transport for Victoria (VSCA) - judicial review - planning and environment
- evidence - refusal to grant declaratory relief in respect of decisions of Minister - leave to
appeal refused
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Summaries With Link (Five Minute Read)
Australia Bay Seafoods Pty Ltd v Northern Territory of Australia [2021] FCA 414
Federal Court of Australia
White J
Jurisdiction - interlocutory application - proceedings arising from 'contemplated changes' in
commercial fisheries' regulation - 'Territory Respondents', by interlocutory application, sought to
set aside Originating Application on basis it did 'not raise any “matter” within the meaning of'
s39B Judiciary Act 1903 (Cth) and was thus not within Court's jurisdiction - Territory
Respondents alternatively sought proceedings' dismissal on basis applicant had 'no reasonable
prospect of' success - r13.01(1)(a) Federal Court Rules 2011 (Cth) - s31A(2) Federal Court of
Australia Act 1976 (Cth) - held: applicant's application was premature, seeking orders
concerning fisheries' regulation before it was known whether 'contemplated regulation' would be
made, and before knowledge of regulation's content - applicant's application raised hypothetical
matters not involving 'immediate effect on' applicant's 'rights, duties and liabilities' - Territory
Respondents' application upheld.
Australia Bay Seafoods
[From Benchmark Wednesday, 28 April 2021]
Mackenzie v Head, Transport for Victoria [2021] VSCA 100
Court of Appeal of Victoria
Tate, Kyrou & Kennedy JJA
Judicial review - planning and environment - evidence - applicants sought declarations
decisions of Minister were invalid - declaratory relief refused - proceedings dismissed applicants contended primary judge erred in construing Environment Effects Act 1978 (Vic) and
'wrongly excluded evidence' - applicants also contended primary judge erred in holding judge
erred in holding the Minister, 'in making' 'Adoption and Approval decision' was not required by
Planning and Environment Act 1987 (Vic) to take 'significant environmental effects of
Amendment C37 to the Ararat Planning Scheme' into account - applicants also submitted
primary judge erred in finding that Minister, in making Adoption and Approval decision was 'not
bound to have regard to 'precautionary principle' - held: leave to appeal refused
Mackenzie
[From Benchmark Monday, 26 April 2021]
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Crickets at Dawn
By: Leonora Speyer

ALL night the crickets chirp,
Like little stars of twinkling sound
In the dark silence.
They sparkle through the summer stillness
With a crisp rhythm:
5
They lift the shadows on their tiny voices.
But at the shining note of birds that wake,
Flashing from tree to tree till all the wood is lit—
O golden coloratura of dawn!—
The cricket-stars fade slowly,
10
One by one.
https://www.bartleby.com/273/27.html
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